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Carnot's theorem, developed in 1824 by Nicolas LÃ©onard Sadi Carnot, also called Carnot's rule, is a
principle that specifies limits on the maximum efficiency any heat engine can obtain. The efficiency of a
Carnot engine depends solely on the difference between the hot and cold temperature reservoirs. Carnot's
theorem states:
Carnot's theorem (thermodynamics) - Wikipedia
Pareto efficiency or Pareto optimality is a state of allocation of resources from which it is impossible to
reallocate so as to make any one individual or preference criterion better off without making at least one
individual or preference criterion worse off. The concept is named after Vilfredo Pareto (1848â€“1923), Italian
engineer and economist, who used the concept in his studies of ...
Pareto efficiency - Wikipedia
KeYmaera is a hybrid verification tool for hybrid systems. It supports differential dynamic logic for hybrid
programs and combines deductive, real algebraic, and computer algebraic prover technologies for verifying
parameterized hybrid systems.
KeYmaera: A Hybrid Theorem Prover for Hybrid Systems
The incremental learning derives its name from the incremental nature of the learning process. In incremental
learning, all facets of knowledge receive a regular treatment, and there is a regular inflow of new knowledge
that builds upon the past knowledge.
SuperMemo: Incremental learning - Super Memory: Forget
Metric spaces for program improvement (pdf, bibtex) . Jennifer Hackett and Graham Hutton. In preparation,
2018. Improvement theory is an approach to reasoning about program efficiency that allows inequational
proofs of improvement to be written in a similar manner to equational proofs of correctness.
Graham Hutton: Publications
Bulletin of the World Health Organization | February 2004, 82 (2) 139 This section looks back to some of the
ground-breaking contributions to public health, reproducing them in their original form and
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